SUCCESS STORY

Internet Exchange Supports
Enormous Traffic Growth with
Future-Proofed Network

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

AMS-IX

Challenge

AMS-IX (Amsterdam Internet Exchange) is a neutral, independent
Internet exchange that originally began as a center for exchanging traffic
from academic institutions in the Netherlands. Today, it interconnects
800 different networks for a diverse mix of customers, including
international carriers, mobile operators, content providers, hosting
and cloud companies, application providers, TV broadcasters, gaming
companies, and other related businesses.

Keep pace with double-digit growth in
traffic and customers while delivering
efficient, high-quality Internet exchange
services

Solution
•• Brocade SLX 9850 Router

Results
•• Enabled reduction of core network
locations from four to two with fewer
routers and more than 20 times the
throughput capacity
•• Lowered total power consumption by
a factor of seven
•• Gained ultra-high port density in half a
rack for a smaller data center footprint

The Pressures of
Rapid Growth
AMS-IX operates 12 data centers in
Amsterdam, as well as three locations
in the United States, one in Hong Kong,
and one in Curaçao. During peak traffic
times, the AMS-IX Internet exchange
network carries 5 terabits of data per
second. Rapid traffic growth propelled the
organization to its size today, and AMS-IX
is still growing at an average rate of 25
percent to 30 percent annually.
“We’re in a continuous race with
equipment to cope with this rate of
growth,” said Job Witteman, Chief
Executive Officer of AMS-IX. “In the past
couple of years, we’ve seen data center
platforms hugely increase in density. We
needed to scale the density of our highbandwidth ports just to support enormous
traffic growth.”

AMS-IX has been able to expand its
Internet exchange capacity through
taking advantage of new network
equipment releases that met its changing
requirements. Once again, when growth
demanded greater scalability, operational
efficiency, and more automation, AMS-IX
turned to Brocade.
“We’ve always had a really good
relationship with Brocade,” said Witteman.
“We can communicate our requirements
and have our engineering teams interact.
As a result, when new equipment is
released, we can deploy quickly and grow
the exchange.”

The Brocade SLX 9850 Router’s
100 GbE high-density with QSFP28
optics also reduces power and space
requirements. Steenman reports that total
power consumption declined by a factor of
seven, and they reduced the router’s data
center footprint to half a rack with ultrahigh port density.
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Figure 1: AMS-IX network with two core locations.

A Future-Ready Platform
Unleashes Business Agility
AMS-IX has chosen the Brocade® SLX®
9850 Router as its new core router to
deliver the scalability and future-proofing
it needs. The Brocade SLX 9850 Router
delivers cost-effective density, scale,
and performance, as well as low power
consumption. AMS-IX can immediately
take advantage of industry-leading
10/40/100 GbE price and port density
per blade. In order to increase capacity
and keep pace with the evolution of silicon,
they only would have to change the optics
module.
The Brocade SLX 9850 Router also
provides a unique 1.5U modular line
card designed for higher density, routes,
statistics, and policy scale. Today, it
supports up to four million routes, two
million full-color statistics, and two million
policies. When silicon capacity, port
density, and policy and routing tables
increase, the Internet exchange can easily
scale without having to change anything
about the chassis. Although today AMS-IX
is currently carrying data at 5 Tbps, the
Brocade SLX 9850 Router can scale to
enable a capacity of 230 Tbps.
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Consolidate and Simplify
Currently the AMS-IX network core is
distributed over four different locations
and uses numerous chassis to cope with
current traffic volumes. By deploying
Brocade SLX 9850 Routers as core
devices in its network, AMS-IX can
consolidate and simplify its network
(see Figure 1).

“Brocade has helped us get to
the point where we need to be,
and they keep living up to their
promises.”
—— Job Witteman, Chief Executive Officer,
AMS-IX

“With the Brocade SLX 9850 Router, we
can consolidate to just two locations, with
a limited number of routers, and still be
able to exchange a lot more traffic than
we do now,” said Henk Steenman, Chief
Technology Officer at AMS-IX. “We’ll also
use much less power and space with an
efficient core that can traffic demands into
the future.”

AMS-IX has long been a leader in
automation in order to support rapid
growth in Internet exchange traffic and
the number of customers it serves. One
of the ways in which AMS-IX enables
its customers to simplify provisioning
and other tasks is through its automated
customer portal, My.AMS-IX. Through
the portal, customers can easily view
their network usage and administrative
information, simplifying operational
management. For AMS-IX, automation
allows the team to manage the network
platforms consistently. As a result, the
Internet exchange has greatly reduced
the risk of human error and accelerated
provisioning over the years.
“Our proprietary automation suite has
grown organically over the past 10
years,” said Steenman, “but it’s due for
a significant redesign. As we explored
different tools on the market, we learned
about the Brocade StackStorm software.
We really see a lot of value, and we’re
evaluating it to see how it can help us
make the AMS-IX software suite even
better.”

Together is Better
Witteman likes to say that AMS-IX
and Brocade are “building the Internet
together.” The Internet exchange expects
to continue its strong, ongoing relationship
with Brocade and growth into the future.
“We are one little piece in the huge
machinery of the Internet,” said Witteman,
“but the ‘together’ part is very important.
Brocade has helped us get to the point
where we need to be, and they keep living
up to their promises.”
For more information, visit
www.brocade.com.
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